Ant Gel

Precision Placement Bait

Starts working in hours
Works for up to 1 month

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: See additional precautionary statements on side panel

NET WT. 1.06 OZ. (30g)

Active Ingredient:
Thimet® (CAS No. 1537/16-23-4)
0.015%

Other Ingredients:...100.00%

STARTS KILLING WITHIN HOURS.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling bait containers.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

HOT LINE NUMBER: For 24 Hour Medical Emergency Assistance (Human or Animal) or Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, Leak, Fire, or Accident), Call 800-558-3252

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label before using this product. Do not treat areas that are easily accessible to children and pets. If the area to be treated has been recently treated with insecticide, thoroughly clean the area before applying Raid® Ant Gel. Do not spray insecticide over gel or the gel may become repellent to ants. Do not apply gel in or on electrical equipment or wiring due to shock hazard.

How Raid Ant Gel Works:
After ants, excluding fire, harvester, and Pharaoh ants, feed on the gel, they return to the nest and transfer the bait to the queen and the young, thereby killing the entire colony.

How to Apply: 1) Twist the cap to the LEFT to open. 2) Squeeze gently to create multiple spots (about the size of a pea) of gel. 3) Place the bait near ant trails so the ants will be attracted, stop and take the bait back to the nest. 4) When finished, twist the cap to the RIGHT to close. For convenience, you can store the tube standing up. Keep the cap on the tube to prevent the gel from drying out.

Where to Apply: Indoors: Place bait where ants are foraging, where they are entering the structure, or areas of high moisture such as under and behind kitchen appliances, under sinks, along baseboards, cracks, crevices and holes, near pipes and water heaters, around windows, door frames and screens, food storage areas, in the attic, crawl space and garage. Do not treat food preparation surfaces. Do not place bait in areas that are routinely washed, as washing will remove or dilute bait or spread the bait onto the surface.
Ant Gel
Starts working in hours
Works for up to 1 month

Ant Control Tips: Place the gel near ant trails without disrupting the ants to ensure the ants take the bait back to the nest. Inspect regularly after placing gel. If gel has been consumed and ants are still present, re-apply. Do not apply gel where the surface temperature is excessively hot because the gel could liquify.

Recommended placement of gel bait:
- Kitchen: On shelves, cracks and crevices of counters, behind sink
- Under Sink Areas: Under dishwasher, under sink, at drain area
- Bathroom: Behind sink, behind toilet, at drain areas
- Cabinet edges and corners inaccessible to children and pets

Storage and Disposal:
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal. Pesticide Storage: Store in original container in a cool, dry area, out of the reach of children and pets. Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty, place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled, call your local waste agency or 1-800-327-6591 for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Questions? Comments?
Call 800-556-5352 or write Helen Johnson.
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Fisk Johnson

Active Ingredient:
Thiamethoxam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.083%
(CAS No. 153718-23-4)
Other Ingredients: . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.997%
Toric: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.000%

NET WT. 1.06 OZ. (30 g)
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Precautionary Statements

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

Caution: Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling bait containers.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

Hot Line Number:
For 24 Hour Medical Emergency Assistance (Human or Animal) or Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, Leak, Fire, or Accident). Call 800-558-5252
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